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List of Editors and Journals 

 

Francois Carrillat, Associate Editor, Journal of Advertising 

 

Steve D’Allesandro, Editor, Journal of Consumer Behavior 

 

Angela Paladino, Associate Editor, Journal of Product Innovation Management 

 

Nil Özçağlar-Toulouse, Editor, Recherche et Applications en Marketing 

 

Eileen Fischer, Co-Editor, Journal of Consumer Research 

 

Baljit Sidhu, Editor, Australian Journal of Management 

 

Roger Marshall, Editor, Australasian Marketing Journal 

 

Kyung Hoon Kim, Managing Editor, Journal of Global Scholars of Marketing Science  

 

 

 

Session Discussion and Debate Format 

 

Welcome and brief opening remarks from session chairs.  

 

Chairs will ask each journal editor or associate editor to present a very brief overview of 

journal’s philosophy and objectives (two (2) minutes maximum per journal). However, this 

session is not a forum to promote or showcase journals. 

 

The session chairs will then pose a general set of questions directed at the editors, either 

individually or collectively. We won’t expect that each editor answer each question or 

address each topic. Some editors may get more opportunity to participate than might others, 

subject to the direction and focus of questions, the interests of the audience, and the judgment 

of the co-chairs. The chairs will invite the audience to join in the discussion and entertain 



follow-up questions as seems appropriate. However, the co-chairs will manage and moderate 

the discussion and debate and enforce its timing and overall scope. 

 

Topic Areas:  

 

 How the journal defines impact and rigour. How it defines contribution. How it 

decides what to accept and what to reject. 

 

 How the journal defines its scope, especially if it is either a specialised or 

interdisciplinary journal. 

 

 Advice for authors from schools that want publications in A* and A journals. 

 

 The reviewing process: its dependency on reviewers, its policy toward re-submission 

of manuscripts, and towards authors’ responses to reviewers’ comments. 

 

 


